
FAITH  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH                                 October 1, 2017 
  
ORDINARY  TIME – Seventeenth Sunday after Pentecost 
 
RECOLLECTING OURSELVES FOR WORSHIP 
 Music (please use this time for quiet and reflection) 
 Gong [followed by silence] 
 Call to Worship 
 Hymn – 234 

Opening Prayer 
 
OUR  HUMANNESS  AND  GOD’S  GRACE 

Call to Confession 
Unison Prayer of Confession 

 
Gracious God, I do not like paying attention to my interior life 
since any time I listen within I hear evaluations and judgments.  
It is like a recitation of flaws or defects, a narrative which I 
think reflects the biases of my past, and which therefore 
should be ignored, which I do.  Occasionally, the thought 
comes that this recitation is not so much about me as it is 
about you.  Not that the narrative of flaws is something you 
are saying to me, but that my hearing the narrative is you 
seeking to allow me to notice something that is going on in me 
continuously so I can consider it and reflect on its content.  You 
do not judge me for the judgments that are within me.  You are 
impartial and fair towards me with them, and unexpectedly 
friendly towards them, inviting me to look carefully at them 
and become familiar with and receptive to them.  It is less 
threatening for me to focus on my flaws as biases from my past 
so I can dismiss them.  It is more threatening to see my being 
immersed in those flaws as your effort to free me from the 
harm they do me, since this focus makes it harder to dismiss 
them and more likely I will seriously scrutinize them. 

 
 Personal Prayer of Confession in Silence 

Assurance of Pardon 

LISTENING  FOR  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Story for the Children 
 Scripture – Matthew 21:23-32 
 Prompting 
 Silence and Reflection 
 
RESPONDING  TO  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Hymn – 244 
 Announcements 
 Minute for Mission 
 Our Gifts and Offerings 
 
   Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
   Praise Christ all creatures here below; 
   Praise Holy Spirit, Comforter; 
   One God, Triune, whom we adore.  Amen. 
  
 The Lord’s Supper 
   Our Father in heaven, 
    hallowed be your name, 
    your kingdom come, 
    your will be done, 
     on earth as it is in heaven. 
   Give us today our daily bread. 
   Forgive us our sins 
    as we forgive those who sin against us. 
   Save us in the time of trial 
    and deliver us from evil. 
   For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours 
    now and forever.  Amen. 
      
GOING OUT – to serve, to journey, to live the word 
 Charge and Benediction 
  



CALENDAR  OF  EVENTS 
TODAY   10:00  Worship and Church School 
     11:00  Coffee and Fellowship 
     11:20  Conversation 
     12:00  Lunch Bunch 
 

Lectionary Readings from Cycle A for October 8, 2017  
Exodus 20:1-4, 7-9, 12-20; Psalm 19; 

Philippians 3:4b-14; Matthew 21:33-46. 
F.Y.I. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ushers: Jenny Goldgur and Risky Thomas. 
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 O God, too near to be found, too simple to be 
conceived, too good to be believed; help us to trust, not 
in our knowledge of Thee, but in Thy knowledge of us; to 
be certain of Thee, not because we feel our thoughts of 
Thee are true, but because we know how far Thou dost 
transcend them.   May we not be anxious to discern Thy 
will, but content only with desire to do it; may we not 
strain our minds to understand Thy nature, but yield 
ourselves and live our lives only to express Thee. 
 
 Shew us how foolish it is to doubt Thee, since Thou 
Thyself dost set the questions which disturb us; reveal our 
unbelief to be faith fretting at its outworn form.  Be 
gracious when we are tempted to cease from moral strife: 
reveal what it is that struggles in us.  Before we tire of 
mental search enable us to see that it was not ourselves 
but Thy call which stirred our souls. 
 
 Turn us back from our voyages of thought to that which 
sent us forth.  Teach us to trust not to cleverness or 
learning, but to that inward faith which can never be 
denied.   Lead us out of confusion to simplicity.  Call us 
back from wandering without to find Thee at home within.  
Amen. 
 

The Temple: A Book of Prayer, by W.E. Orchard, D.D., 
 New York: E.P. Dutton & Co, Inc., c. 1918 
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Ordinary Time – Seventeenth Sunday After Pentecost 
[Matthew 21:23-32] 

 God is the creator of insight, and by creating insights brings 
about and gives rise to awareness and perception. If we think of 
God in this way, we can describe the Christian life as a series of 
changes and expansions which God makes to our awareness, 
making it so that our perception becomes more inclusive and 
comprehensive. As our perception deepens and broadens, our 
participation in the world becomes more “righteous,” which is the 
English translation of a Greek word meaning “equity, of character 
or action,” from a root meaning “equitable in character or action.” 
“Equity” is defined as “the quality of being fair and impartial.” The 
influence of God in our lives is toward our becoming equitable in 
our character, which enables us to then be that same way in our 
actions: fair and impartial in the way we relate to ourselves and 
others. It is through insights that God enables us to notice when we 
are not fair and impartial, when we are being harsh, or judgmental, 
or unfriendly toward ourselves, and then other insight come to us 
which inform us about other ways we might relate to ourselves. In 
this way, a fair and impartial frame of mind arises in us in the face 
of the mostly moralistic and judgmental way of relating to 
ourselves which we internalized in childhood. God helps us see 
how disapproving we are of certain things that are true of us, and 
then helps us be friendly toward what we learned to be 
disapproving toward. As thoughts and feelings which we were 
discouraged from having and exploring enter awareness, the fair 
and impartial frame of mind that is God encourages us to consider 
them and be friendly toward them, so that we can eventually 
understand them and use them. We are taught to be equitable with 
ourselves through this internal activity which God initiates and 
sustains, and in the process, we learn how to be equitable with 
others. 
 What is being described here is a way of being related, to both 
ourselves and others. The premise on which this way of relating is 
based is that we learn to be fair and impartial with others through 
this internal journey where we are treated fairly and impartially, 

and through that learn to relate to ourselves in the same way. 
However, what authority gives credence to this? 
 The answer to this will come to us through our interaction with 
what in the text is referred to as “John [the Baptist].” John the 
Baptist is the name in Biblical mythology for what in our thought-
world would be a specific “insight,” the awareness that something 
we think, feel or do is not as it should be or needs to be. We are 
made aware that something is not “right,” and this awareness 
draws us into thinking about whatever it is. The issue that now 
presents itself is: What are we going to do with this awareness that 
something is not “right?” This issue is presented in the text as a 
question: “Did the baptism of John come from heaven, or was it of 
human origin?” In other words: Is this awareness [that something is 
not right] of God, or something that has more to do with us, like a 
prejudice, or a neurosis, or an opinion from someone in our past? If 
we approach the awareness as being of God, doing so will lend 
weight to it, and will encourage us to explore it. If we look on the 
awareness as a prejudice, neurosis or the opinion of someone from 
our past, the awareness may be interesting, but it will not likely 
engage us much. Whether or not this insight that something is not 
“right” is given any weight and is therefore explored is the key issue 
here. The weight we feel the insight has is the “authority” that 
legitimizes it, and will drive our exploration of it. In other words, the 
authority is found within us, and does not come from outside us. If 
the awareness that something is not “right” is given weight, we will 
end up working with whatever is not “right,” and therefore we will 
be “working in the vineyard” of our own life. Last week it was 
suggested that the vineyard God asks us to work in is our own life, 
and that to cultivate our vineyard means to explore our own interior 
world and become familiar with it. 
 How we relate to the awareness that is John [that something is 
not “right”] is one that will be “argued” about often. The word 
translated as “argued” is a Greek word meaning “to reckon 
thoroughly, to deliberate by reflection or discussion.” We will 
deliberate about what to do with the insight that something is not 
“right,” and sometimes we will choose not to work in the vineyard. 
I believe God understands this. What God desires is for us to 



“change our minds.”  This phrase means “to care afterwards,” from 
a root “amid + to be of interest to.” I believe God helps us with this: 
our choosing to not work in our own interior, or to be concerned 
about that, is a doorway through which God brings us insights. I 
suggest that God introduces the “fair and impartial frame of mind” 
which allows us to experience not being judged for such a choice, 
and from “amid” that frame of mind we are allowed “to care 
afterwards” and to have whatever is not “right” “be of interest to” 
us, which will involve us in our own interior…which is what God 
wants. 
 To summarize, God’s desire is that we relate to ourselves and 
others with “equity,” fairly and impartially. God brings this about 
through insights, one of which is that we often do not do this. We 
are given the awareness of when we are harsh, judgmental, 
unfriendly and disapproving with ourselves and others, which 
usually arrives as the insight that something is not “right.” The 
question comes to us as to whether the insight that something is 
not “right” comes from us and is about our past, or comes from 
God and is an attempt to connect us to our past. If the insight is just 
from us, it is easy to dismiss, which we usually do. If the insight is 
from God, it is more difficult to dismiss, and more likely to matter 
and be explored. If we cannot explore what is not “right,” the 
insight will come that God is fair and impartial with us about this 
decision, which may allow us to change our mind and explore the 
decision we made. Either way, we end up exploring our interior and 
experiencing “equity” from God. The paradox in this is that we are 
taught to relate to ourselves in a fair and impartial way by taking 
seriously the insight that something about us is not “right.” 

 [Jim Robie, 9-29-17, 17th Sunday after Pentecost in Cycle A, Matthew 21:23-32] 


